All-day battery
Introducing a powerful,
all-day battery.¹

Faster
A cutting-edge modem for
remarkably fast downloads
and uploads.²

Mightier
All-new S Pen. Now with
intelligence forultimate control.

Timeless
A camera that adapts like the
human eye forspectacularshots,
day or night.³

Brilliant
See even more with our largest
Infinity Display ever.

Display

3.00"

3.00"

6.4" Curved Super AMOLED⁴
2960 x 1440

0.35"

Ocean Blue

Processor

10nm Octa-Core
Qualcomm 845
2.8 GHz Quad + 1.7 GHz Quad

Lavender
Purple

4.19"

12MP main Dual Camera
with Super Speed Dual Pixel⁵
and Dual Aperture³
8MP front-facing camera

6.37"

Camera

Memory

128GB ROM or 512GB ROM⁶
6GB RAM or 8GB RAM
Expandable up to 512GB⁷

OS

Android™ 8.0, Oreo

Battery

4,000 mAh
¹Based on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application usage patterns.
Results may vary. ²Faster capability in comparison to any other smartphone without a Cat.18 modem. Subject to carrier capability and offerings. Check with carrier. ³Dual Aperture supports ƒ/1.5 mode and ƒ/2.4 mode. Dual Aperture is installed on the main rear
camera. ⁴Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.4" in the full rectangle and 6.3" accounting for the rounded corners. ⁵Main camera only. ⁶Portion of memory occupied by existing content. ⁷512GB SD card sold separately. Compatible 512GB SD card expected fall
2018; availability may vary by country. Actual storage space availability may vary depending on pre-installed software. © 2018 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung, Galaxy Note, S Pen and Super AMOLED are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Screen images simulated. Appearance of device may vary. Other company names, product names and marks mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners and may be trademarks or registered trademarks. Printed in the U.S.A.
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